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Abstract. With the rapid development of Internet, the network traffic explosively grows with the emergence of new network business. The existing electric power communication networks still have the traditional architecture that is the closed system highly integrated with devices and software, which cannot satisfy the development requirements of smart grids. In this paper, we combine the electric power communication networks with Software Defined Network (SDN) that includes the NOX controller in the control plane, switches in the data forwarding plane, and the OpenFlow protocol supporting the communication between controller and switches. Especially for the scenario of the network expansion, the NOX controller dynamically configures end-to-end paths, and we then demonstrate the feasibility of our design by checking the flow tables in switches. Additionally, the CPU utilization of the NOX controller and end-to-end delay are both analyzed in our experimental platform.

Introduction

The existing electric power communication networks still have the traditional architecture that is the closed system highly integrated with devices and software, which results in some serious problems. First of all, we merely rely on network devices to achieve hop-by-hop routing due to the lack of the whole network profile, and it is very difficult for us to real-time monitor the network status for the implementation of the global resource scheduling. As a result, the transmission service of power data cannot be well guaranteed, as well as the utilization of network and electric power resources is very low. Next, the distributed architecture of the power communication networks makes the unified control impossible, and thus, some functions including the fine-grained traffic analyze and access control lose efficiency. Additionally, the absence of the unified control plane also results in the low operational efficiency and huge OPEX, which cannot satisfy the development requirements of smart grids. Finally, the rapid deployment of new business is very constrained by the integration of control and data forwarding in the existing communication equipment.

Above all, it is very necessary for us to design the novel network architecture adaptive to the flexible demand of electric power communication networks [2]. Especially for the scenario of the network expansion, since the network deployment is completed by configuring devices (e.g., router or switch) independently, the managers have to manually reconfigure devices when they update a network. This approach can easily get wrong, but also consumes many manpower and material resources, especially in the large-scale data center with the complex configuration.

Therefore, to solve the aforementioned issues of the existing electric power communication networks, the Software defined network (SDN) [1] is an emerging solution. SDN decouples the control function from the data forwarding plane, meanwhile, it globally schedules and configures resources via open programmable interfaces. In this paper, we combined the electric power communication network with SDN [3, 4], with the objective of the network expansion in smart grids. More specifically, we utilize the NOX controller to dynamically provide end-to-end paths [5, 6] under the scenario of the network expansion, and then demonstrate the feasibility of our design by checking
flow tables in switches. Finally, the CPU utilization of the NOX controller and end-to-end delay are both analyzed in our experimental platform.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The SDN architecture, SDN-based power grid expansion, and the dynamic configuration of end-to-end paths are discussed in section 2, respectively. We demonstrate experimental results in section 3, before concluding this paper in section 4.

SDN-BASED POWER GRID EXPANSION

2.1 SDN architecture

Figure 1 shows the traditional structure of the electric power communication network that is controlled in the distributed manner since the control and data forwarding functions are integrated into the same communication equipment. The network intelligence depends on thousands of protocols. While as an emerging solution, SDN decouples the control function from the data forwarding plane, and controls the network by using the software-based method. Figure 2 is the SDN-based electric power communication network architecture including application layer, control plane and data forwarding plane. It has three features: the separation of data forwarding and control, the concentration of control logic, and the open programming interface.

2.2 Power grid expansion scenario

There is a kind of scenario in smart grids: the network should be expanded by adding power distribution nodes, in order to satisfy the soaring electric power required by new residential communities. The following method is used to simulate the network expansion above. Figure 3 shows the topology of the electric power communication network before expansion, and this topology consists of a NOX controller, 9 switches and 2 hosts. Among which, Host_1 and Host_2 are source and destination nodes, respectively. We utilize OpenvSwitch to add the switch Br9 in the expanded network topology shown in Fig. 4, meanwhile, add two links Br0 ↔ Br9, Br8 ↔ Br9.

Owing to the feature of centralized control logic, the SDN-based network expansion can quickly provide electric power services for users. More specifically, once the switch Br9 is added into the network, NOX controller receives the ‘datapath-join’ event, meanwhile, it receives the link-event since...
two new links (Br0 ↔ Br9 and Br8 ↔ Br9) are also involved. After that, NOX dynamically updates the network topology.

2.3 Dynamic path provisioning

2.3.1 Dynamic path provisioning

When the packet of Host_1 arrives at Br8, the Packet_In message will be sent to the NOX controller. Next, as an example of Fig. 3, the routing application in the NOX calculates the shortest path Host_1 → Br8 → Br5 → Br1 → Br0 → Host_2 for this packet, then it sends flow tables to Br8, Br5, Br1, and Br0, respectively, by using the Flow_Mod message, in order to establish this complete path. After the network expansion, the switch Br9 and two links are added as the red part in Fig. 5. After adding the switch Br9, NOX updates the topology according to datapath-join event and link-event, and the shortest path changes into Host_1 → Br8 → Br9 → Br0 → Host_2. NOX sends flow tables to Br8, Br9, and Br0, respectively, in order to guarantee the shortest path for the packet transmission from Host_1 to Host_2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Flow tables

Fig. 6 shows the results of flow tables before network expansion. We can see that the shortest path is Host_1 → Br8 → Br5 → Br1 → Br0 → Host_2. Figure 7 shows the results of flow tables after network expansion, and the shortest path changes into Host_1 → Br8 → Br9 → Br0 → Host_2. In
addition, the results in Fig. 7 demonstrate that NOX can dynamically update the topology and re-compute the shortest path for the packet, so that the high-quality electric power service is guaranteed after network expansion.

3.2 CPU utilization of NOX

Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the CPU utilization of the NOX controller before and after network expansion, respectively. The horizontal axis is the running time, i.e., one sampling one second, and the vertical axis records the CPU utilization. Figure 10 compares the average CPU utilization before and after network expansion. The CPU utilization of the NOX controller under the network expansion scenario is higher than that before network expansion. This is because the topology will be updated and the new shortest path should be determined by the NOX controller.

3.3 End-to-end delay

Figures 11 and 12 show the results of end-to-end delay before and after network expansion, respectively. Among which, the horizontal axis is the packet arrival sequence, while the vertical axis records the end-to-end delay of the packet transmission from Host_1 to Host_2. The reason of the first packet has a long delay is that when the first packet arrives at the network, no flow table has been established, so we need the complex process of flow-table establishment. More specifically, we have to send Packet_In message to the NOX controller for the purpose of calculating the shortest path, and then NOX sends the Flow_Mod message to switches for the establishment of flow tables. Figure 13 compares the end-to-end delay before and after network expansion. The average delay increases after the network expansion because NOX consumes time to dynamically update the topology and resend flow tables.
CONCLUSION

The OpenFlow-based SDN had the features of centralized control and distributed data forwarding, which made it enable to globally control the network resource, and highly increase the operational efficiency. As for the network expansion scenario, NOX could dynamically provide end-to-end paths. The experimental results demonstrate that the combination of SDN and the electric power communication network was feasible and convenient for the new service deployment. Therefore, the OpenFlow-based SDN has wide application prospect in the electric power communication network.
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